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For more information, please check our new website www.mrcollection.com
you can follow us also on Facebook and YouTube!
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We are proud to be licensee and official supplier  
of Ferrari, Lamborghini, Bugatti, Bentley, Audi, 
Volkswagen, Pagani, Alfa romeo and Porsche
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Ferrari 488 Spider Frankfurt Motorshow 2015

Fe017A
Blu corsa

Fe017B
New rosso corsa Metallic

Fe017c
Nero daytona

Fe017d
Giallo Tristrato

Fe017e
rosso dino

Fe017F
Argento Nürburgring

COLORS

Lamborghini Huracán LP 580-2 Los Angeles Motorshow 2015LAMBO022

Lamborghini Aventador LP 750-4 Superveloce RoadsterLAMBO021

Lamborghini Huracán LP 610-4 SpyderLAMBO020

Lamborghini Huracán LP 610-4 Frankfurt Motorshow 2015LAMBO015SE2

Ferrari F12 tdfFE018

Ferrari FXX-KFE016

Bugatti Vision Gran TurismoBUG05

DESCRIPTIONMODEL 

THE LADY IN BLACK SERIES - limited 10 pcs 
Style and elegance: this is the trademark of The Lady in Black, a limited series of models that chooses 

full black to enhance design and profiles. The body is totally black, the wheels are shiny black and the 

interiors in matt black. They are presented on an exclusive carbon base, completely Italian made, with 

Egidio Reali’s signature and luxury packaging: the cutting edge in the art of car modeling.

CHAMELEON SERIES - limited 10 pcs
The models of the Chameleon Series are produced with a special and exclusive paint that gives 

them an outstanding reflection effect. This paint exhibits a wide range of hues when viewed 

with different incident lights angles.  We are the first to use this technology on model cars, 

faithful to our  quest for constant innovation. The Chameleon models are presented on an ex-

clusive carbon base, completely Italian made, with Mr. Egidio Reali’s signature and luxury pack-

aging and represent the cutting edge in the art of car modeling.

SPECIAL SERIES LIMITED 10 PCS DEDICATED TO OUR VIP CUSTOMERS
Only 10 pieces: a very limited number of models that the most demaning and careful collectors 

should not be missed. The prestigious Special Series Limited 10 Pieces, created as a tribute to the 

cars that made the history of motoring, will be marked with special colors, finishes and details of 

the highest quality. These models will be presented on an exclusive base in red leather, completely 

handmade in Italy, reflecting the refined craftsmanship that has always characterized our models.

Mr collection Models stands for luxury Italian masterpieces 
born from the most exclusive and excellent craftsmanship

check our WeBSITe To Be coNSTANTLY uPdATed WITh The LATeST NeWS

 We printed this small catalogue due to save paper and environment.  
You can find all informations about our models in a smart and easy way on our website.
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Ferrari FXX-k

rosso TrS LAMBo021A
Blu Le Mans

LAMBo021B
rosso Bia

LAMBo021c
Nero Nemesis

LAMBo021d
New Giallo orion

LAMBo021e
Verde Ithaca

Lamborghini Aventador LP 750-4 Superveloce roadster

You can customize your model at www.atelier.mrcollection.com!
For more information, please check our new website www.mrcollection.com

you can follow us also on Facebook and YouTube!

Atelier

For the first rime in the world you can customize
your model cars as you can do with the real cars

but in scale 1:18 and 1:43
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LAMBo020A
Blu Le Mans

LAMBo020B
Arancio Borealis

LAMBo020c
Verde Mantis

LAMBo020d
Giallo Midas

LAMBo020e
Bianco canopus

LAMBo020F
rosso Mars

LAMBo020G
Nero Nemesis

Lamborghini huracán LP 610-4 Spyder Frankfurt Motorshow 2015


